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before the 2016 G20 Leaders’ Summit, the
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entrepreneurship only once, with the aim

changed during the 2016 G20 Summit in

of making the world more open to foster

Hangzhou, China.

trade. It was not until the Toronto Summit
in 2010, that the leaders mentioned the
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‘minority business owners are stuck in
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associations. This was a clear demarcation

saw that the G20 nations acted in unison to

from previous B20 summits, which had

prevent a deeper recession.

mostly ended up providing suggestions to

witnessed how the G20 leaders came

be acted upon. The 2016 B20 offered

together in accepting the BEPS system to

suggestions, but also pushed for them to

limit tax havens. Therefore, it is highly

be accepted by the world leaders. This will

plausible that the G20 would also act on

not only give a boost to large companies,

their commitment to create the eWTP.

We also

but will also allow access to global supply
chains by SMEs. According to the B20

That said, it remains implausible that apart

group, if executed properly, eWTP would

from eWTP, much else would be done to

provide both a significant boost to early

promote entrenuership and innovation.

stage start-ups and lead to an increase in

There are two understandable reasons for

global trade.

this. Firstly, growth cannot be kick started
by new venture creation alone, largely

After the strong suggestions made by the

because

there

Y20 and B20 groups, the suggestions were

infrastructure in place to boost startup and

indeed finally accepted during the summit,

entrepreneurship growth. Secondly, the

taking into consideration a few minor
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execute these plans. Based on previous
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companies by providing clientele or

lost the shine they once had. Therefore,

offering services at reasonable prices. In

this sudden push could be viewed as a knee

simple terms, it would be like imagining

jerk reaction from a generation of leaders

Facebook to rise without the presence of a

desperate

fast and reliable internet service.

solutions to what are difficult, entrenched

for

politically

expedient

and unmapped global challenges.
Boosting entrepreneurship and startups is
a good thing, but not necessarily the best

Moreover, there is an urgent need for

thing, as there is an urgent need for fiscal

concrete actions on structural reforms,

and monetary reform. So why are world

both fiscally and monetarily. In the end,

leaders now putting so much focus on

the leaders made a number of pledges to

creating conditions to allow new start-ups
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to flourish? One reason could be the

reluctant to take the necessary actions

explosive growth of companies such as

(and

Uber, Air BnB, and others who have

economy still requires bold actions to

disrupted traditional markets. Along with

liberalise trade and investment, and boost

this, another reason could be the G20
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Summit host city, Hangzhou, which is the
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Alibaba having a strong footprint. This is

necessary spirit of coordination and
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example). Although this seems a logical
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Having said all this, it is still positive to

consideration existing research before

observe that the leaders from a diverse

making firm policy decisions. Also, an

range of countries are trying to formulate

examination of recent data from these big

policies that can be accepted by everyone

‘Unicorn’ start-ups suggests they may have

on the table while still having real potential
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in doing so the G20 also showed that

ceremony of the B20 summit in Hangzhou,

sometimes an inadequate policy could be

President Xi, spoke about transforming the

the best strategy to spark any movement,

G20 ‘from a crisis management body to a

despite perhaps not also being the best

group

strategy to get the job done.
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global

economic governance’. To do so would
require the G20 to reach a broader
consensus in terms of policy development
and one way to secure this consensus is to
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assumed to deliver. In many ways through
Chinese leadership, the G20 was able to
chart a new direction, and to some extent,
become a body of global governance. Yet,

